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ABSTRACT: In this paper I will attempt to trace the origins of a 
Japanese system of inheritance known as ane katoku ("elder-sisterfamily 
headship"), based on analysis of actual cases. The basic research mate-
rials usedfor this paper consist of census records and religious records 
of Ariga Village, 1baraki-gun, Hitachino-kuni, preserved in the Ibaraki 
Prefecture Historical Museum. Analysis of census and religious records 
ofAriga village yielded the following information. I.After along period 
of depopulation, the village underwent rapid population recovery. 2. 
During the time of decreasing population, the proportion of village men 
was higher, and during the time of increasing population, the proportion 
of village women was higher. 3. The number of households tapered off 
and then stabilized. 4. Over time, the poorest class of villagers (assessed 
at under five koku *) decreased dramatically, and middle-class farmers 
became dominant. 5. Various patterns existedfor changing the head of 
the family. The following conclusions may be made concerning ane 
katoku in the village ofAriga. 1. It existed even before the MeUi period. 
2. It was prevalent in times of increasing, rather than decreasing, popu-
lation. 3. It was an extremely advantageous wayfor households to trans-
fer power from one generation to the next.
 PERSPECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY 
IN THE STUDY OF FAMILY SUCCESSION
Male primogeniture has largely been the rule in Japan. However, other forms of suc-
cession and inheritance have co-existed with it, among them a system of female primo-
geniture known youngest son; and forms peculiar to certain locales, such as inkyo 
(abdication of the headship of a family) and bunke (collateral families). Of these, ane 
katoku is known to have occurred widely during the Meiji period, from northern Kanto 
to the Tohoku region (Maeda 1976). Despite its prevalence during Meiji times, the 
practice virtually died out by the end of the period. Various theories have been pro-
posed to explain when ane katoku first spread in northern Kanto as ane katoku 
("elder sister family headship"); the practice of ultimogeniture, favoring the and 
Tohoku and why it suddenly disappeared, but none has gained wide acceptance. In this 
paper I will analyze specific cases in an attempt to account for the origins of the
* Roughly five bushels of rice
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practice.
Definition of Ane Katoku 
When the firstborn child was a girl, even if the second or a later child was a boy, the 
eldest daughter would grow up to take a muko who then became the family head and 
heir. It is important to note that the system was limited to cases where the firstborn 
child was female. Even in the region that practiced ane katoku, a firstborn son would 
normally succeed to the family headship in accordance with ordinary primogeniture. 
Elsewhere, wherever male primogeniture was the norm, it was all but unheard of for 
a woman to succeed to the family. In other words, under male primogeniture the family 
heir was necessarily male, and of all male children, the firstborn alone had right of in-
heritance. 
    Since the system of ane katoku provided that family headship pass to the first-
bom child regardless of sex, the term "female primogeniture" does not truly apply. 
Also, due to formal requirements for succession, the family successor was not the eld-
est daughter herself, but her husband. The formal status of family head on the family 
register went to the muko, not to the firstborn daughter. Under Meiji family register 
law, it was highly exceptional for women to become heads of families. Technically 
speaking, therefore, the system might better be called "son-in-law family headship" 
or "headship of eldest daughter's husband." Apparently, however, based on oral sur-
veys, even after the muko became head of the family it was common for his wife to 
wield considerable influence in family affairs (Maeda 1992). In this paper, in order to 
distinguish this system from commonly practiced male primogeniture, I will use the 
customary term ane katoku. 
     Another system bearing close resemblance to ane katoku, and often confused 
with it, is called nakatsugi sozoku [ "relay succession"]. Under this system, if the eldest 
son is too young to succeed to the house, the oldest (generally firstborn) daughter takes 
a muko who then succeeds temporarily in the real heir's place. Thus far it parallels ane 
katoku, the difference being that when the eldest son attains his majority, the older sis-
ter and her husband then exit the family, perhaps to form a collateral line 
(bunke). Under the ane katoku system, however, the married firstborn daughter never 
leaves the family. As the name suggests, "relay succession" is a stopgap measure al-
lowing the eldest son time to prepare for his rightful place as family head, and may be 
viewed as playing a supplementary role to male primogeniture.
Conditions Necessary for Ane Katoku 
As mentioned above, ane katoku obtained only under certain conditions. To begin 
with, the firstborn child had to be female; if a son was born first, ordinary rules of male 
succession applied. For a case to be designated unequivocally as ane katoku, there was
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one more requirement: subsequent children had to include at least one son. The reason 
is simple. With no male progeny, and nothing but female children in a family, it was 
necessary to have a daughter take a muko who would bear the family name as adopted 
son and heir, a custom followed not only in northern Kanto and Tohoku, but in every 
part of Japan. A distinguishing feature of ane katoku is the eventual birth of a male 
child, over whom the female was given preference. 
     Even when the firstborn child was female, and had a male sibling, if she died 
early of illness or injury then the ane katoku system could not come into play. When 
the firstborn female child died before the need for a new successor, the system would 
revert to primogeniture. For ane katoku to apply, the firstborn daughter needed to sur-
vive at least to marriageable age. A younger male sibling needed to survive to adult-
hood as well; if all male children died before the time of inheritance, leaving nothing 
but females, then the ordinary custom of marrying the eldest daughter to a muko would 
be followed, as above. Such a marriage could not be labeled definitively as within the 
bounds of ane katoku. 
     Inheritance did not necessarily take place immediately. In the case of primogem-
ture and ane katoku alike, it often happened that even after the marriage of the eldest 
son or daughter, the parent remained in good health and the head of the family was un-
changed for some time. The point at which a new family head took over was deter-
mined by individual factors such as the parent's age and physical condition; sometimes 
the inheritance held until the parent's death. Even if conditions for succession were in 
place in the next generation, often no succession occurred until the actual death or vol-
untary retirement (inkyo) of the family head in the parental generation. 
     Let us take an example affecting the ane katoku system. Suppose that during 
such an interim period in the transfer of family headship, the muko of the firstborn 
daughter died; the right of inheritance might then pass from her to the eldest adult male 
child, in line with primogeniture. In that case, the daughter would not take a second 
muko but would instead be married off to another family, with the oldest adult male 
child acquiring the right of inheritance in her place. Or it might happen that the daugh-
ter herself would die after marrying but before inheritance took place, in which case 
the muko usually returned to his natal family, and non-nal rules of primogeniture ap-
plied. In this way, the fact that the firstborn daughter's marriage did not necessarily co-
incide with inheritance - the presence of a time difference between the acts of marriage 
and inheritance - gave rise to a large number of variations in inheritance practices mid-
way between primogeniture and ane katoku. 
     As stated above, a number of conditions had to be satisfied for ane katoku in-
heritance to take place.
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1. The firstborn child had to be a girl. 
2. At least one subsequent child had to be a boy. 
3. The firstborn daughter had to survive to adulthood. 
4. The firstborn daughter had to take a husband (muko). 
5. The muko became head of the family, and adult male children left the family. 
Full-fledged ane katoku emerged only when all five conditions were met. This paper 
will not deal with the fifth condition above, which gives rise to all sorts of variations, 
but will confine its discussion to the first four, assuming that ane katoku obtained when 
the fourth condition was met.
Geographic Distribution 
Previous ethnological and sociological surveys have revealed that the practice of ane 
katoku succession was distributed widely from northern Kanto through northeastern 
Niigata Prefecture and the Tohoku district. Figure 1 shows this distribution in map 
form.
Fig. 1.Regional Distribution of Succession Practices
A Ane katoku 
0 Ultimogeniture 
E Inkyolbunke
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Contending Theories of the Origin of Ane Katoku 
There are a number of academic theories concerning the origin of ane katoku succes-
sion, and none has yet gained wide acceptance. The main contending theories at pre-
sent may be summarized as follows.
1. Draft Avoidance Theory (Kobayashi) 
  Adoption as muko was a means of escaping conscription. 
2. Labor Replenishment Theory (Nakagawa, Mori) 
  Obtaining a muko for the eldest daughter was an early means of replenishing or ex-
 panding the supply of labor in the family. 
3. Gender Equality Theory (Miyamoto, Maeda) 
  There was no discrimination between the sexes regarding rights of succession or in-
  heritance. 
4. Matrilineal or Bilineal System Theory (Fukuo, Hora) 
  The practice was a relic of ancient matrilineal kinship organization, or a reflection 
  of ancient bilineal practices.
Let us consider each theory in turn. 
1. Proponents of the draft avoidance theory see the rise of ane katoku succession as a 
reaction to the Conscription Ordinance of 1873, according to which all males from 
ages 17 to 40 were required to serve three years in the military. Those with automatic 
exemption included family heads, family heirs, and adopted sons, among others (Kato 
1996). Ordinary citizens resorted to a variety of means to escape conscription. Families 
of sufficient wealth had their sons establish collateral houses, since the head of a new 
house automatically became ineligible for the draft. Another method was to revive an 
extinct family and assume headship of it. Still another was to be adopted into the fam-
ily of relatives or intimate associates. Compared to the first two alternatives, each of 
which required a considerable outlay of cash, the third way was the cheapest. As a re-
sult, the term heitai yoshi, "adopted son to escape conscription," became popular. 
Against this social background, Kobayashi posits the draft system as a major contrib-
uting factor to the rise of ane katoku (Kobayashi 1955, p. 162). In other words, a man 
seeking to avoid military service would enter another family as adopted son-in-law, 
and go on to succeed to the headship of the family, thus establishing what became 
known as ane katoku succession. 
    A little reflection, however, will soon reveal the flaw in this theory. Certainly 
any parent who consented to marry an eldest daughter to the son of a relative or ac-
quaintance, and then adopt the husband into the family as heir, would enable the new 
son-in-law to escape conscription. However, this would have meant eliminating the 
draft exemption of one's own son. It is difficult to imagine that sacrificing one's own
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eldest son in order to spare the younger son of a relative or friend was a terribly popu-
lar or widespread practice. Furthen-nore, this theory fails to explain why ane katoku 
was confined to a clearly defined region of Japan, since the conscription system ap-
plied nationwide. Finally, the occurrence of ane katoku even in pre-Meiji times de-
stroys the significance of the draft avoidance theory as a key explanation for the rise 
of this system of succession.
2. The second theory proposes that families turned to ane katoku as a means of increas-
ing their labor supply. In early Meiji times, the government undertook a national sur-
vey of folk customs. The findings are summarized in Zenkoku minji kanrei ruishu 
[National compendium of civil usages]. That book reports that in the prefectures of 
Akita and Iwate, where ane katoku took place, "Among fanning families, even those 
with sons have the firstborn daughter take an adopted husband, who becomes the head 
of the family. This is so that the burden of physical labor can be shared." According 
to this theory, ane katoku succession was a tactic used to increase the family labor sup-
ply. Mori sees the higher status accorded women married to an adopted son-in-law as 
the norm, without being limited to the regions where ane katoku was practiced. 
Furthermore, the geographical overlap of ane katoku with other succession practices 
(e.g. "relay succession," where the presumptive heir is an infant and the adopted son-
in-law succeeds to the house temporarily, later ceding headship to the eldest son, and 
cc 
go-home muko," where the adopted son-in-law acts as guardian until the presumptive 
heir grows up, and then returns to his natal family) Mori explains this way: "Ane 
katoku succession is one variant of primogeniture, designed to maintain the family by 
replenishing and enlarging the family work force at an early stage" (Mori 1999, pp.33-
34). 
     In the running of a labor-intensive farm, where manpower was a precious com-
modity, the early ensuring of an adequate labor supply would greatly contribute to sta-
bility. For medium- and small-scale farmers unable to hire laborers, adopting a son-in-
law for one's eldest daughter was certainly the best and cheapest way to acquire a 
strong youth with maximum ability to work hard. 
     But farming families in northern Kanto and northeastern Tohoku were surely 
not the only ones in need of an extra pair of hands. The same logic ought to have ap-
plied anywhere in Japan, yet ane katoku occurred solely in the regions named - a fact 
which this theory is unable to account for. Not only that, ane katoku took place also 
among poor fishers in the Toholcu district whose livelihood depended on nothing but 
one boat and their own muscle power; and in mountain villages where the main indus-
try was forestry; and in villages of matagi, hunters in the Tohoku district. In short, 
those who observed ane katoku succession might be engaged in any of a variety of oc-
cupations. The fisherman out in his lone boat, the hunter with his rifle over one
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shoulder, the charcoal burner and other poor foresters-would men such as these go to 
the length of adopting a son-in-law to ensure a supply of labor? These considerations 
suggest that while replenishing and enlarging the labor pool was an important aspect 
of the situation, it does not go far enough to account for the pattern of ane katoku suc-
cession.
3. The theory of gender equality takes the fact that any firstborn child, male or female, 
might became head of a household as proof of a spirit of equality between the sexes. 
Miyamoto declares that concerning the right of succession, in the ane katoku system 
cc 
it is reasonable to say that there was no sexual discrimination. " (Miyamoto 1960, 
p.86). Maeda also says that in that system, "there was virtually no thought of valuing 
one sex above the other." (Maeda 1992, pp.194-195). 
     Several doubts can be raised about this theory as well. While it is true that ane 
katoku was prevalent in a wide area, it was by no means universal within that area. If 
a belief in the equality of men and women was the social background against which the 
practice grew prevalent, it should have done so uniformly in every village. Yet even 
in the area of distribution, there are many villages with no record of the practice; in 
fact, ordinary primogeniture was far more common overall. Why should the number of 
villages refraining from ane katoku succession be greater than the number putting it 
into practice? It was the same in adjoining municipalities: some observed ane katoku, 
and some did not. Gender equality theory alone cannot explain this anomaly. 
     Many studies in sociology, ethnology, history and the like have called attention 
to an array of regional differences between the northeast and southwest sections of 
Japan that effectively divide the land into two distinct cultural areas. Fukutake speaks 
of a pattern of consanguineous affiliation in the northeast versus structural affiliation 
in the southwest; Oka, of a consanguineous society in the northeast versus an age-
based hierarchical society in the southwest; Omachi, of the nature of family or house 
(ie) in northeastern and southwestern Japan. Gamo took all these studies into consid-
eration in constructing his theory that Japan has two main regional characters, one that 
of northeastern Japan, the other that of southwestern Japan. The characteristics of the 
northeasterri-Japan model are these: inter-ie relations follow a pattern of consanguine-
ous hierarchy or subjugation; collateral houses are highly subservient to main houses; 
kinship relations are tightly bound, centering around the paternal line; and intrafamilial 
relations are marked by strong discrimination (Gamo 1978). The geographic distribu-
tion of this model overlaps considerably with that of ane katoku succession. 
     Areas where ane katoku succession was practiced thus largely conformed to the 
norms of northeastern-Japan- style social structures. Since inter-ie relations, as well as 
relations between main and collateral families, kinship relations, and intrafamilial rela-
tions all showed strong patterns of discrimination, why should inheritance alone have
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been different? In all areas where ane katoku was practiced, the firstborn son was 
called ani (elder brother) and all other sons, onji; similarly, the firstborn daughter was 
called ane (elder sister) and all other daughters, onba. Clearly, regardless of gender, a 
distinction was made between the firstborn child and subsequent children of the same 
sex. In other words, birth-order discrimination trumped gender-based discrimination. 
As a result, one may conclude that any resemblance to true gender equality is surface 
only.
4. According to the matrilineal or bilineal system theory, the cultural background of 
ane katoku suggests that it is a relic of ancient cultural practices. Hora says that ane 
katoku succession reveals an "extremely ancient character," and "may be understood 
as a product of the transition from a matriarchal system to a patriarchal system, surviv-
ing longest in the backward hinterlands of Tohoku" (Hora 1959, pp. 40-41). In other 
words, ane katoku is seen as a transitional pattern of inheritance that evolved during 
the social transformation from matriarchy to patriarchy. Fukuo, moreover, declares that 
ancient Japanese society was one of "equal rights for men and women, with no gender 
discrimination" and that ane katoku "can only be viewed as a vestige of preliminary 
ancient ways" (Fukuo 1972, pp. 23-24). 
     With primogeniture widespread across Japan, ane katoku gives an impression of 
being something quite foreign to it. In general terms, in a society permeated with a 
Confucian-based belief in the innate superiority of men, it is hard to conceive that a 
firstborn daughter could take a husband (muko) and become head of the house. The un-
doubted existence of such a system impels us to concede the existence of some other, 
non-Confucian strain in the culture, under which the belief in male superiority (danson 
johi) did not apply. Hence the appearance of the ancient matrilineal or bilineal system 
theory. 
     However, even supposing ancient Japanese society to have been matrilineal or 
bilineal in nature, is it reasonable to expect some remnant of ancient inheritance prac-
tices to have survived over a millennium, from the end of feudalism to the beginning 
of modem times? Not a, shred of evidence has been brought forward to fill in this enor-
mous time gap. Moreover, the theory appears to overlook marked social changes that 
occurred between ancient times and the seventeenth century. As one example, land sur-
veying and other Tokugawa policies aimed at increasing the independence of farmers 
ended traditional reliance on manorial lords for many peasants, enabling them to be-
come established as wealthy farmers with small families. The social status of the peas-
antry underwent a dramatic change in the Tokugawa period. Since inheritance per se 
did not become an issue for them until then, is it likely that subsequent inheritance 
practices would have been a throwback to formulas of the ancient past? Naturally, in 
ancient times and medieval times alike, some form of transfer must have taken place
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between successive generations. Yet it can be said that a fundamental difference exists 
between peasants completely dependent on a lord, as was the case through medieval 
times, and peasants free to own their own land and buildings and run their own affairs
, 
as they were from the seventeenth century on. The vast extent of social and economic 
changes affecting the lot of farming families, the very ones principally involved in ane 
katoku succession, makes it inconceivable that the practice could be a vestige of some 
ancient system handed down across the centuries. 
     None of the theories seen above is sufficient on its own to explain ane katoku 
succession. To account for the data, either a new theory must be formed from a com-
pletely different perspective, or these theories must be compounded. 
    Based on specific historical resources, this paper will proceed to establish the 
existence of ane katoku in the Tokugawa period. Then, based on an analysis of that 
data, a reconsideration of the origins of the practice will be attempted.
BASIC MATERIALS AND THE REGION SURVEYED
Basic Materials 
This study is based primarily on an analysis of village census registers (nimbetsu 
aratame icho) and religious registers (shushi aratame cho) that classified villagers ac-
cording to their religious affiliation'. The former were compiled for each village to aid
Table 1. A Synoptic View of Materials Use&
Title Period Vols. Percentage Extant
Ariga Village Samurai Census Register1725-1780 32 58.2%
Ariga Village Samurai Census Register1806-1864 34 58.6%
Ariga Village Census Register 1739-1784 25 55.5%
Ariga Village Religious Inquiry Census 1785-1868 42 50.6%
Register (Shingon Sect)
Ariga Village Religious Inquiry Census 1785-1868 46 55.4%
Register (Hokke Sect)
[Samurai] Record of Population Increase1725-1864 16 11.3%
and Decrease
[Peasantry] Record of Population Increase1739-1864 20 15.9%
and Decrease
1. 1 used photograph copies taken by the EAP project of the International Research Center for Japanese studies. 
2. One feature of Ariga Village registers is that the two sets are organized in exactly the same way, with the single exception that 
 religious registers are separated by sect. Another feature is that unlike most census and religious registers, those of Ariga do not 
 include a summary of population changes from the previous year, which were recorded instead in separate registers. 
 Unfortunately, very few survive. Therefore, accurate calculation of such demographic indices as births, deaths, and removals is 
 all but impossible. This will greatly restrict later analysis of the data.
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in tax assessment and military conscription. Religious registers were kept for each vil-
lage in the Tokugawa period as part of the suppression of Christianity, to ensure the 
proper affiliation of all persons with Buddhism. Instituted in 1671, the system provided 
that at the same time every year, a religious inquisition (shumon aratame) be con-
ducted, and the results documented and submitted to the government. Though kept for 
different reasons, both sets of records had virtually the same function, that of tracking 
the population of each separate village. For that reason, depending on the region, over 
time they were often consolidated into a single "religious inquiry census register" 
(shushi nimbetsu aratame cho). The basic materials for this study consisted of census 
registers and religious registers of Ariga Village, lbaraki-gun, Hitachi-kuni, which are 
contained in the Ibaraki Prefectural Historical Museum. In addition, I used records of 
population increase and decrease for both country samurai and the peasantry.
The Survey Area 
The location of Ariga Village, 
lbaraki-gun, Hitachi-kuni (present-
day Ariga, Uchihara-machi, Higashi 
Ibaraki-gun, lbaraki Prefecture) is 
ten kilometers west of the prefectural 
capital Mito City, and half a kilome-
ter north of old Yuki Road (National 
Highway 50). The houses are clus-
tered on the edge of hilly terrain to 
the north of the village; to the south, 
the land is flat. 
    Patterns of land ownership in 
Ariga Village in the early Tokugawa 
period are not clear. From 1682 to 
the mid-nineteenth century, however, 
the village was the feudal tenure of 
the Shishido Matsudaira house, a 
collateral branch of the powerful 
Mito Tokugawa. Village lands 
yielded upwards of 721 koku of rice 
yearly, of which 27 koku was exempt 
from tribute as belonging to temples 
and shrines. The actual value of the 
fief was therefore 691 koku. Paddy 
fields accounted for only 175 koku;
Fig. 2. Ariga Village and Environs
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the bulk of the land tax came rather from plowed fields. Ariga Village was not on level 
ground suitable to rice paddy fanning, but in hilly terrain suited to upland fanning.
ANALYSIS OF MATERIALS
Fluctuations in Population and Number of Households 
Changes in the population of Ariga Village and the number of village families overall 
are known for the 130 years spanning from 1739 to 1868, for which census registers 
of both samurai and peasantry survive. However, there are a considerable number of 
years for which one or the other record is incomplete. In the beginning there was a sin-
gle samurai household, and later there were two; omitting that population from consid-
eration is likely to have negligible effect on results. Therefore our focus will be 
primarily on alterations in the population and number of households of the peasantry. 
    Let us begin by examining overall population shifts in the village (Fig. 3). 
According to the earliest census register, dating from 1739, the population was 346. 
After that the population gradually declined, reaching 192 in 1834. In roughly a cen-
tury the village population nearly halved-a severe decline by any measure. However, 
beginning in 1838 the population quickly recovers, building to 293 by 1868; in those 
34 years the population went up 50 percent. As Fig. 3 shows, the population trends of 
the village separate clearly into a period of long wasting decline followed by one of 
quick recovery and increase.
Fig. 3. Population and number of households (Ariga Village,1739-1868
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Fia. 4. Population Shifts by Sex (Ariga Village,1739-1868)
The line indicating total population exhibits a V shape, bottoming out in 1834; the pat-
tern for number of households, however, is different. In 1739, there were 89 house-
holds, a figure that decreases in tandem with the falling population. Where the total 
population reaches its lowest level in 1834 and thereafter picks up again, the number 
of households continues its downward trend, reaching 47 in 1847. After that there is 
some recovery, but basically the number holds constant at around 50 until 1868. 
    Fig. 4 breaks down the changes in village population by sex. As with the total 
population, the change assumes a clear V shape for both sexes. A closer look shows 
that during the initial period of decline, the male population consistently exceeded the 
female population, but that after 1834, the female population exceeds the male popula-
tion by nearly 20 percent. In the absence of materials on population movements in and 
out of the village, it is impossible at this time to reach a definite conclusion about the 
reason for this discrepancy.
Shifts in Household Scale 
Religious registers were compiled for every village in Japan, but methods of compila-
tion varied from village to village. It turns out, however, that there was one consis-
tency: across the country, records were kept according to a standard unit of entry. First 
the name and age of the head of the household would be listed, followed by the names, 
ages, and relationship to the head of all other household members; last came the total 
number of people in the household. Several dozen or hundred of these entry units to-
gether constituted the register for an entire village. In the early seventeenth century
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when the system began, it was common to include relatives of the householder as well 
as hereditary vassals, servants, and other dependents; from the eighteenth century on, 
however, dependents virtually disappear. The entry unit for the register was also the 
basic unit for taxation and production, as well as for daily life. It may be construed for 
all intents and purposes as virtually identical to a household. 
    Average household composition in Ariga Village shows a distinct pattern of 
change paralleling that of the general population. In 1739, the average household con-
sisted of 3.9 persons; by 1868 it had increased to 6. 1. Fig. 5 shows the changes over 
time in households of three sizes: 1-2 person, 3-5 person, and 6-person or above. In 
1739 the village had a total of 89 households; of those 52, or exactly 60 percent, con-
tained 3-5 persons. Over following decades such households declined in number, with 
households of two persons or less showing a steady increase, instead. The number of 
largest households showed no appreciable change until after 1834, when it rose dra-
matically. 
    The year 1834 marked a clear turning point in the fortunes of the village, bring-
ing with it an end to the steady population decline. It is equally a turning point in terms 
of household scale, as after 1834 the number of largest households rises steeply, be-
coming the most common household type in the village. As in Fig. 3, the number of 
households overall fell steadily from 89 to a low of 45 in 1847, recovering thereafter 
and holding steady at around 50 until 1868. 
    Together, these changes in the number and scale of village households show the 
long-term decline to be a function of a drop in total household members. That is why 
households of 3-5 members were gradually replaced by households of 1-2 members, 
and why the number of households itself fell over a long period of time. The popula-
tion rose rapidly after 1834, as households that successfully weathered the long decline 
in population experienced a rapid rise in members.
Shifts in Economic Status 
What factors lay behind the long-term drop in population and households of Ariga 
Village? To ascertain this, we will now look at changes in village household economic 
status. 
     In the Tokugawa period, rice was the basis of the national economic system. A 
nationwide survey of farmland was undertaken, with records kept of the farmers who 
actually worked each field. This brought an end to the complicated medieval shoen 
(landed estate) system of land ownership, as registered farmers became responsible for 
taxes on fields they themselves worked. In this way, farmers were able to become in-
dependent agricultural managers. Land registers (kenchicho) indicated the area and 
grade of each parcel of land along with its estimated annual rice yield (kokudaka). This 
estimate was the basis of land taxes, and thus a measure of economic status.
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    Kokudaka is recorded for each Ariga household in the census registers, but not 
in religious registers until after 1847. There is a fairly long interval before that when 
kokudaka is indeterminable. To compare trends in the time of decreasing population 
with those in the time of population increase, ratios between kokudaka of five levels 
are shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 5.Household Scale (Ariga Village, 1739-1868)
Fig. 6. Relative Ratios of Kokudaka (Ariga Village, 1739-1868)
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Fig. 6 shows at a glance the difference between the period of population decline and 
the period of population increase. In 1739, half the village households had less than 
five koku - the minimum amount necessary to ftinction as an independent farmer. 
More than half of the villagers were below that level. Adding in the next highest level 
of 5 to below 10 koku accounts for nearly 90% of village households. Running a stable 
enterprise was said to require an income of 10-15 koku, an enviable level attained by 
barely 5% of the whole. Once the decline in village population reversed itself, how-
ever, wealth distribution changed: those in the 10-15 koku level, formerly the smallest 
category of all, came to account for 30% of the whole, while the poorest category, that 
of households with under five koku to their name, shrank to 15 %. 
    The continuing depletion of the village population probably came about as farm-
ers at the poorest under-five koku level grew too impoverished to continue managing 
their fields, either leaving the village or dying out. Likewise, the subsequent growth in 
population likely came about as farmers of stable economic means became the norm. 
In short, population decrease was produced by steady class divergency, and population 
increased by class stabilization.
Succession 
As stated above, the entry unit for census registers and religious registers may be as-
sumed to correspond to the household. The first name to appear in each unit may be 
assumed to be the household representative, or head. The fact that other members are 
listed by their relationship to the first person (father, mother, wife, son, daughter, etc.) 
is another indication that that is the household head. From 1739 to 1868, the registers 
of Ariga Village indicate 386 cases where the head of a family changed. Fig. 2 gives 
an overview of the distribution of kinship relationships between the old head and the 
new in all 386 cases. 
    As Table 2 shows, the most frequent type of transfer by far was from father to 
son, with 146 examples. Next was from husband to wife, with 43 examples. There 
were also 36 examples of headship passing from father-in-law to adopted son-in-law, 
which suggests ane katoku succession at play. The four most significant patterns are 
as follows:
a) father to son 
b) husband to wife 
c) adoptive father to adopted son-in-law 
d) wife to husband
(146 cases) 
(43 cases) 
(36 cases) 
(24 cases)
Of these four patterns, the first and third represent the customary passing of family 
headship from the parental generation to the next generation. Two and four, however,
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where the family headship is transferred from one spouse to the other, do not involve 
a change of generation and so cannot be taken as normal succession. Since all census 
registers in Ariga Village were based on actual physical presence, if the family head 
left the village for a time on public duty, his wife would take over as head in the in-
terim, and when the husband returned home, the headship would be restored to him. 
Table 2 also shows examples of son to mother (15 cases), son to father (12 cases), and 
similar examples where it may easily be imagined that the family head was away tem-
porarily on business. Not all transfers of family headship are cases of true succession.
A clear distinction must be made between the transfer of headship as a stopgap meas-
ure in the temporary absence of the head of the family, and as succession. However, 
as stated above in 2-(l), of the registers with crucial information regarding the comings 
and goings of Ariga villagers, barely any have survived. There is no way to tell 
whether a villager's disappearance from the religious register means he or she died, or 
left the village through marriage, or went off somewhere to work. 
    Even though it may be impossible to differentiate rigorously between temporary 
headship and succession, from the enormous variety of patterns in Fig. 2 it is clear that 
Ariga villagers experienced acute difficulties in daily life, and in matters of succession.
Ane Katoku 
In lbaraki Prefecture, the practice of ane katoku was widespread. For example, early 
in the Meiji period, in Nishinarui, Dejima Village, Niihari-gun, lbaragi Prefecture, 
when the firstborn child was a girl and later a son was born, ane katoku succession was 
implemented 90.9% of the time (Maeda 1976, pp.64-76). It existed in Ariga Village 
too. Oral surveys in the village elicit the comment that long ago, "If there was an eld-
est daughter, her folks would have her take a muko so she could succeed to the 
estate." Still, interviewing people nowadays can uncover information going back only 
as far as the Meiji period. Next I would like to see what light the census and religious 
registers can shed on the origin of the system. 
    The first step in carrying out ane katoku succession is marrying the eldest 
daughter to a muko (son-in-law adopted as heir). In Ariga Village, 50 such marriages 
are registered. The particulars of each marriage are laid out in Fig. 3. Of the 50, 14 can 
be identified as cases of ane katoku. In all but two of the remaining examples no male 
offspring were produced, and in the other two, it was the younger sister of the head of 
the household who took a muko. 
     As Fig. 3 shows, there are few cases of ane katoku in the 1700s, but they pro-
gressively increase in number towards the end of the Tokugawa period. Nine cases are 
concentrated after 1834, the turning point after which the village population quickly 
begins to turn around. The period of declining population in Ariga Village is when
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Table 3. A Synoptic Tableof Kin's Husbands Adopted as Heirs(1739-1868)
No. Yr Age Relationship
to head of
household
Name Spouse Sibs Younge
r
brother
Result Type Mukc/
son
age diff.
Muko/
father
age diff.
1 1742 24 son-in-law Shigebei only D 1 N heir 23
2 1753 31 son-in-law Hatsuemo only D 1 N heir 13
3 1757 29 son-in-law Hikojirc only D 1 N heir 18
4 1762 28 son-in-law Fujisuke only D 1 N heir 38
5 1762 36 son-in-law Koshiro only D 1 N heir 34
6 1765 32 son-in-law Joemon only D I N heir 23
7 1767 25 son-in-law Kumeemon eldest 2 Y heir AK 13 33
8 1770 20 son-in-law Tashichi eldest 2 N heir 27
9 1779 31 son-in-law Kyuji eldest 3 Y unknown AK 19 13
10 1779 20 brother-in- Yuuhiti Younger S 2 N bunke
11 1784 24 son-in-law Bunji only D I N heir 22
12 1794 22 son-in-law Touji eldest 3 N unknown 25
13 1784 30 brother-in- Naoji Younger S 2 N heir
14 1784 32 son-in-law Rihachi only D 1 Y heir 25
15 1791 24 son-in-law Kitiji eldest 3 N unknown AK 17 23
16 1791 30 son-in-law Ihachi eldest 3 Y unknown AK 21
17 1791 27 son-in-law Yomoju only D 1 N unknown 16
18 1791 25 son-in-law Gunzo only D 1 N heir 16
19 1801 35 son-in-law Joemon eldest 2 Y heir AK 16
20 1803 23 son-in-law Touhachi only D 1 N heir 43
21 1804 38 son-in-law Chuemon eldest 2 N heir 14
22 1809 41 son-in-law Chokichi only D 1 N heir 16
23 1816 36 son-in-law Hikoemon eldest 2 N heir 11
24 1830 40 son-in-law Kyuhichi eldest 2 N heir 27
25 1830 48 son-in-law Kanji only D 1 N heir 21
26 1834 20 son-in-law Heisaburo only D 1 N unknown 26
27 1837 25 son-in-law Hikoemon only D 1 N heir 21
28 1837 26 son-in-law lHisashichieldest 4 Y unknown AK 1 17 21
29 1837 33 grandson-in- Koukichi eldest 3 N heir 31
30 1837 23 son-in-law Kyubei only D 11 N heir 11
31 1839 27 son-in-law Uhachiro eldest 2 N heir 22
32 1839 22 son-in-law Shohei only D 1 N heir
33 1841 21 son-in-law Uhei eldest 4 Y divorced AK 8 22
34 1843 27 son-in-law Taichiro only D 1 N heir 3S
3S 1848 24 son-in-law Kpji only D 1 N heir
36 1851 26 son-in-law Jihei eldest 2 Y heir AK 20 19
1 37 18S2 2S son-in-law Josuke eldest 2 N cont. 19
1 38 18S2 24 son-in-law Rihei eldest 3 Y heir AK 20 2S
1 39 1853 22 grandson-in- Hikozo eldest S Y heir AK 14
1 40 18S6 27 son-in-law KinzaburO 4th D S N cont. 32
41 18S8 26 grandson-in- Eisuke eldest 2 N heir
42 1859 2S son-in-law Ryosuke eldest 2 N heir 25
1 43 1862 33 son-in-law Masahei 2 nd D 3 N heir
1 44 1864 26 son-in-law Kenzo eldest 4 Y cont AK 6 16
45 1864 24 son-in-law KoemOn 3rd D 4 N cont 33
46 1864 22 son-in-law Fujishiro eldest 3 Y cont AK 11 25
47 1868 27 son-in-law Teisuke eldest 3 N cont 16
48 1868 21 son-in-law Chusiro eldest 4 Y cont AK 10 23
49 1868 29 son-in-law Genemon eldest 4 N cont. 16
SO 1868 30 son-in-law Moemon eldest 4 Y cont. AK 24 13
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many impoverished, below-five koku households died out. With most members of im-
poverished families forced to leave the village to find work elsewhere, few people 
could afford to adopt a son-in-law as heir, nor was there any need to do so. 
    Among families that implemented ane katoku, estimated rice yields ranged from 
a low of 6 koku. to a high of 22.5, for an average kokudaka of 11. 7. These figures 
clearly indicate that it was families with something to be inherited (farmland that could 
be tended single-handed) who carried out ane katoku. 
     Let us compare the father-eldest son age differential for ane katoku succession 
and for primogeniture. Where female succession was carried out, there was a differ-
ence of 37.9 years on average. Where primogeniture was followed, there was an aver-
age difference of 29.6 years. The two figures are some 8 years apart. Also, where ane 
katoku was carried out, the age differential between the father and his adopted son-in-
law was 23.1 years. For these families alone, the age differential between father and 
eldest son is 14 years greater than that between father and son-in-law. In other words, 
adopting one's daughter's husband as heir made it possible to change the head of the 
family to a member of the younger generation fully 14 years earlier than otherwise.
Ane katoku
Primogeniture
Father/son-in-law age differential 
Father/eldest son age differential 
Father/eldest son age differential
23.51 years 
37.91 years 
29.59 years
This simple comparison of the age differential between one generation and the next 
seems to verify the explanation, "When your son is too young, better not wait for him 
to grow up; marry off your daughter and adopt your son-in-law instead." If the ane 
katoku system could enable a family to acquire a new heir as many as 14 years earlier 
than primogeniture, the chance of stabilizing succession would be high. Death rates 
were high in the Tokugawa period; there was simply no telling when either a man or 
his son might die. Unlike today, the likelihood of every child surviving to adulthood 
was not good. Adopting as heir the husband of one's eldest daughter was an expedient 
solution to the problem of family inheritance.
CONCLUSION
The analysis of census and religious records in Ariga Village yielded the following in-
formation. 
     • After an extended period of depopulation, the population of Ariga village 
      quickly recovered. 
     • During the period of depopulation, the proportion of males was high, while 
      during the period of increase, the proportion of females rose.
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• The number of households declined over a long period and then stabilized. 
• The number of lower-class farmers valued at less than 5 koku decreased, and 
 middle-class farmers became the norm. 
• A variety of patterns emerged for transferring the headship of a house.
The 
Vill
following statements may be made concerning ane katoku succession in Ariga 
age. 
  • The practice of ane katoku succession predates the Meiji period. 
  • The practice is progressively rarer the further back it is traced. 
  • The practice was concentrated in late Tokugawa and early Meiji times. 
  • The practice was an extremely efficient way of transferring power between 
    generations. 
  • The practice was a factor in repopulation of the village.
Four main contending theories as to the origin of ane katoku succession were exam-
ined. Of those, the theory that the system arose in response to or under the influence 
of the Meiji Conscription Ordinance Law can easily be refuted by the proven existence 
of many cases of ane katoku in the Tokugawa period. The practice can be traced back 
at least as far as the mid-eighteenth century. 
    In Ariga Village, until 1834 the population underwent a long downturn due to 
the fall and steady dying out of impoverished peasant families. This circumstance sug-
gests that the reason ane katoku was little observed in the 1700s has something to do 
with village depopulation. Perhaps, filled with a sense of crisis as the village popula-
tion declined and entire households collapsed and disappeared, peasants came up with 
the method of adopting their firstborn daughter's husband into the family as a means 
of stabilizing the family and ensuring its survival. Or perhaps ane katoku did occur 
even earlier, but fell off for whatever reason as the population declined. In any case, 
the scope of this investigation is too narrowly focused on one village to allow a defi-
nite conclusion. Records of many other villages must be gathered and examined before 
the truth can be known. 
                                       [Translated by Juliet Carpenter]
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